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Affect in science communication: a data-driven
analysis of TED Talks on YouTube
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Science communication is evolving: Increasingly, it is directed at the public rather than

academic peers. Understanding the circumstances under which the public engages with

scientific content is therefore crucial to improving science communication. In this article, we

investigate the role of affect on audience engagement with a modern form of science

communication: TED Talks on the social media platform YouTube. We examined how two

aspects of affect, valence and density are associated with public engagement with the talk in

terms of popularity (reflecting views and likes) and polarity (reflecting dislikes and com-

ments). We found that the valence of TED Talks was associated with both popularity and

polarity: Positive valence was linked to higher talk popularity and lower talk polarity. Density,

on the other hand, was only associated with popularity: Higher affective density was linked to

higher popularity—even more so than valence—but not polarity. Moreover, the association

between affect and engagement was moderated by talk topic, but not by whether the talk

included scientific content. Our results establish affect as an important covariate of audience

engagement with scientific content on social media, which science communicators may be

able to leverage to steer engagement and increase reach.
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Introduction

The digital age presents both opportunities for and chal-
lenges to science communication. Communication hubs
such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube offer unprece-

dented reach for scientific content and interaction with the public
(Collins et al. 2016), thereby making science more accessible for
scientists and laypeople alike. With engagement tools such as
likes, dislikes, comments, and shares, members of the general
public now no longer simply consume scientific content but can
also disseminate it. As a result, scientific content that does not
engage the public may never reach a large audience. In the
oversaturated and highly competitive environment of social
media, how can scientists make their voices heard?

Science communication via social media differs in at least two
important respects from traditional peer-to-peer science com-
munication. First, because social media users tend to consume
content more superficially (Boczkowski et al. 2017), surface-level
aspects of content such as choice of language are likely more
important for gaining a competitive advantage. Second, content
on social media can be shared indirectly, through recommender
systems (Covington et al. 2016), as well as directly. These dif-
ferences introduce strong positive feedback between user
engagements, which can greatly amplify the reach of highly
engaging content (Aldous et al. 2019; Davidson et al. 2010; Hoiles
et al. 2017). This means that scientists rely on laypeople to pro-
pagate their messages on social media, which in turn incentivizes
scientists to pay attention to the aspects of science communica-
tion that make it more engaging.

In this article, we investigate affect as one aspect of science
communication that may be instrumental for effective science
communication (Milkman and Berger, 2014). Past work has
found that New York Times articles using more affect-rich lan-
guage were more likely to make the New York Times most-
emailed list (e.g., Berger and Milkman, 2012). There is also evi-
dence that scientific findings described in a more affective man-
ner are more likely to be shared (Milkman and Berger, 2014) and
tend to garner more citations (Fronzetti Colladon et al. 2020).
However, the potential link between affect and engagement as a
driver of dissemination has not been systematically investigated
for social media-based science communication (see Davies, 2019;
Davies et al. 2019; Osseweijer, 2006). We aim to fill this gap with
a data-driven analysis of engagement with TED Talks on the
social media platform YouTube.

TED Talks are short recorded presentations on technology,
entertainment, and design; many address basic and applied sci-
ence. TED Talks are therefore studied as a modern form of sci-
ence communication (e.g., Gheorghiu et al. 2020; MacKrill et al.
2021; Sugimoto and Thelwall, 2013; Verjovsky and Jurberg,
2020). The transcripts of all talks featured on the TED website
(www.ted.com) can be used to derive their affective features. TED
Talks are shared on the TED website and on the organization’s
YouTube channel, which has a total of 19.8 million subscribers
and over two billion video views1. The popularity of TED Talks
on YouTube reflects that they are targeted at a lay audience and
contain less jargon (Rakedzon et al. 2017; Sharon and Baram-
Tsabari, 2014); these talks therefore offer a rich data trove on
public engagement that can be linked to the talks’ affective
features.

There is a growing body of work on social media-based science
communication (see Allgaier, 2020; Brossard, 2013; Kohler and
Dietrich, 2021) and, in particular, science communication on
YouTube. Past work has focused on understanding the role of
characteristics of video presenters for user engagement, including
their gender (Amarasekara and Grant, 2019), professional back-
ground, and perceived authenticity (Kaul et al. 2020), as well as
on understanding the viewer’s psychological processes, for

instance, by tracking eye movements (Boy et al. 2020) or ana-
lyzing the semantic and emotional content of YouTube com-
ments (Amarasekara and Grant, 2019; Shapiro and Park, 2015).
However, to the best of our knowledge, the use of affect in the
communication of the scientific content itself has not been
investigated as a potential driver of public engagement.

We seek to contribute to the literature by addressing two
research questions: How is affect used in TED Talks in contrast to
other science communication media, and is affect as a surface-
level characteristic of science communication associated with
audience engagement in the social media environment of You-
Tube? We adopt a data-driven approach to address these ques-
tions. Our analysis establishes, for the first time, affect as a
potential driver of lay audience engagement with science com-
munication on social media.

A database of TED Talk transcripts and engagement on
YouTube
We downloaded all available transcripts and corresponding
information (e.g., title, presenter, tags) of TED Talk videos from
www.ted.com (N= 6304). In processing the transcripts, we
eliminated any interview sections that followed the presentations.
This also led us to remove 465 transcripts that consisted exclu-
sively of interviews, leaving 5839 transcripts for further analysis.
We obtained associated engagement data using the YouTube API
and retrieved all available engagement data, which included the
number of views, likes, dislikes, and comments, for all 3545
videos published on the TED YouTube channel. We then mat-
ched the transcripts and engagement data using the talk titles.
Entries were matched using two strategies. First, we identified
2475 exact title matches. Then, we looked for matches in the
remaining 1070 using approximate string matching and manual
checking. This was necessary because many talks are published on
YouTube using a different title than is used on the TED website.
An additional 487 matches could thus be identified, amounting to
a total of 2962 complete entries, all published between early 2007
and the end of 2020. The data were obtained on December
29th, 2020.

Identifying science in TED Talk transcripts. Although TED
Talks are widely considered a form of science communication
(e.g., Sugimoto and Thelwall, 2013), not all talks are science talks.
While many TED speakers are academics, many others are, for
instance, celebrities, journalists, athletes, and activists. In a study
conducted by MacKrill et al. (2021) that examined TED Talks
from 2006 to 2017, the authors found that only 27.4% of all talks
were given by academics (i.e., people with a higher education
degree and affiliated with a university). Past work on TED Talks
has addressed the diversity of speakers and content by using the
topic tags that TED assigned to each talk to characterize its
content. For instance, Sugimoto and Thelwall (2013) used four of
the 10 most frequent TED-assigned tags—"Science," “Technol-
ogy," “Arts," and “Design"—to distinguish between the two topics
Art & Design and Science & Technology.

Using a similar approach, we inferred topics from talk tags
bottom-up using semantic network analysis (Kenett et al. 2020;
Siew et al. 2019). Specifically, we used the co-occurrences of talk
tags (e.g., “Physics" or “Medicine") to identify talk topics on the
basis of homogeneous groups of tags (for a similar approach, see
Wulff and Mata, 2022). In total, there were 447 tags; on average,
8.2 tags were assigned to each talk. Our approach to identifying
science in TED Talks consisted of four steps. First, we determined
the relatedness of each pair of tags using the Jaccard similarity.
The Jaccard similarity measures the relatedness between tags by
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relating the number of TED Talks for which the two tags co-
occurred to the number of TED Talks for which either of the tags
occurred:
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Second, we used the relatedness of tag pairs to construct a
weighted network of tags and apply the Louvain modularity
detection algorithm as implemented in the igraph R package
(Csardi and Nepusz, 2006) to identify homogenous groups of tags
within the network (Blondel et al. 2008; Haslbeck and Wulff,
2020). Note that the Louvain algorithm compares favorably to
other modularity and clustering algorithms (e.g., Emmons et al.
2016; Miasnikof et al. 2020; Pradana et al. 2020; Williams et al.
2019). The algorithm produced seven groups (hereinafter referred
to as topics), which we labeled Mind, Entertainment, Tech,
Health, Cosmos, Environment, and Society. Third, we substituted
tags with their topic assignments and used the maximum positive
point-wise mutual information, a common metric to assess the
strength of semantic relationships (Bullinaria and Levy, 2007),
between talks and topics to assign each talk to one of our seven
topics.

To assess the quality of the mapping between talks and topics,
we conducted a text analysis of talk titles. Using point-wise
mutual information, we determined the most relevant words in
TED Talk titles for each of the topics (see Fig. 1). The titles of
talks assigned to Mind contained words such as “depressed,"
“compassion," and “decisions"; those assigned to Entertainment
contained words such as “comedy," “poetry," and “violin"; those
assigned to Tech contained words such as “hacked," “computers,"
and “net"; those assigned to Health contained words such as
“synthetic," “diseases," and “antibiotics"; those assigned to Cosmos
contained words such as “planets," “galaxies," or “Mars"; those
assigned to Environment contained words such as “ocean,"
“trees," and “sustainable"; and those assigned to Society contained
words such as “gun," “immigration," and “corruption." We further
used a pre-trained sentence embedding, the Universal Sentence
Encoder (Cer et al. 2018), to compare the semantic similarity of
talk titles from the same topics to those of different topics and
found that the within-topic similarity exceeded the between-topic
similarity for every topic, with the difference in terms of Cohen’s
d ranging from 0.18 (Entertainment) to 0.69 (Cosmos) Together,
these results indicate an accurate mapping of talks to semantically
distinct topics.

Finally, to address the question of which set of TED Talks most
concerns science communication, we computed a science index
for each of the seven topics. This index reflected the percentage of
talks in each of the seven topics that either were assigned the tag
“Science" or contained the words “science," “experiment," or
“study" in the transcript. Using this index, we found that the topic
Health (79%) was most linked to science, followed by Cosmos
(78%), Mind (69%), Environment (64%), Tech (58%), Society
(43%), and Entertainment (37%).

Sentiment analysis. To address how affect is used in TED Talks
compared with other science communication media, we relied on
a dictionary-based approach (Denecke, 2008), a common
approach to sentiment analysis (Feldman, 2013; Medhat et al.
2014). The approach involves mapping, wherever possible, the
words in a text—in this case, the talk transcripts—to their cor-
responding sentiment value in the dictionary and calculating the
sums of these values. In contrast to previous approaches, which
often made use of the proprietary Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) database (e.g., Berger and Milkman, 2012; Brady
et al. 2017; Hwong et al. 2017; Milkman and Berger, 2014), we
relied on the openly available SentiWordNet sentiment dictionary
(Baccianella et al. 2010). SentiWordNet contains more than
20,000 words with affect values ranging from −1 (most negative)
to 1 (most positive). Like other sentiment dictionaries, Senti-
WordNet contains more negative (55%) than positive (45%)
words, resulting in a negative average value of -0.06 (SD= 0.34).
Using SentiWordNet, we calculated two sentiment summaries of
the sentiment values s for each transcript. First, to capture whe-
ther the speaker used predominantly positive or negative words,
we calculated an affective valence score,

valence ¼ 1
n
∑
n

i
s;

where n is the total number of sentiment values available in a
transcript. Second, to capture the speaker’s tendency to rely on
affect-laden words, irrespective of whether they have positive or
negative valence, we calculated an affective density score,

density ¼ 1
n
∑
n

i
Iðs≠ 0Þ;

where I() is an indicator function assigning a value of 1 when
s ≠ 0 and a value of 0 when s= 0 or unavailable. To our knowl-
edge, the distinction between sentiment valence and density is a
novel contribution, although related notions of sentiment density
have been discussed in the literature (see Dong et al. 2013; Liu
et al. 2018; Varshney and Wagh, 2017).

Dimensions of engagement. Past work seeking to quantify
engagement on social media has mostly focused on combined
engagement scores, calculated as a weighted sum of all available
aspects of engagement (e.g., Hwong et al. 2017; Kim and Yang,
2017; Kujur and Singh, 2018; Vadivu and Neelamalar, 2015).
Such approaches are sensible in light of typically strong correla-
tions between engagement variables and can simplify matters
in situations where the main goal is to generate a single metric
capturing overall engagement. Recent investigations have, how-
ever, highlighted the value of distinguishing between different
types of engagement. For instance, Srinivasan et al. (2013) found
that image posts tend to garner more likes than comments,
whereas the opposite was true for text posts. We decided against
relying on a single engagement measure, to be able to detect
relationships between affect and different forms of engagement.
We therefore used a data-driven approach to extract independent
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Fig. 1 Most relevant words in TED Talk titles per topic. Size of the words reflects the positive point-wise mutual information between the words and the
topics derived from the network of tag co-occurrences. The 30 most relevant words per topic are displayed.
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engagement dimensions from the variables available. To do this,
we applied principal component analysis to the four engagement
variables accessible through the YouTube API: views, the number
of times a video was clicked on; likes, the number of times viewers
clicked the like button; dislikes, the number of times viewers
clicked the dislike button; and comments, the number of times
viewers left a comment. These variables were highly correlated
(0.70 < r < 0.92), due to the fact that likes, dislikes, and comments
are secondary to a video being viewed. Two engagement com-
ponents were able to account for 95.4% of the total variance (see
Fig. 2). The first engagement component, which we labeled
popularity, captured positive reactions in the form of views and
likes, whereas the second engagement component, labeled
polarity, captured negative or contrarian reactions in the form of
dislikes and comments.

Exploring the use of affect in TED Talks
Before analyzing how affect is linked to engagement, we took two
approaches to gain insight into how it is used in TED Talks. First,
we compared the values of affective valence and density in TED
Talk transcripts to those in other text- or video-based media: a
random subset of 1000 scientific articles on the preprint server
arXiv2, which primarily report research on STEM topics; a ran-
dom subset of 1000 scientific articles from the journal Psycholo-
gical Science3, which report results on all topics in psychology,
including research on emotion and affect; and random samples of
text sources of other media, including Wikipedia articles, news
articles, and subtitles of TV shows, soap operas, and movies4. This
analysis revealed that the use of affect in TED Talks is distinct
from all reference media (see Fig. 3A). TED Talks show con-
siderably higher affective valence and, in particular, higher den-
sity than all text-based media (i.e., academic articles from arXiv
and Psychological Science articles, books, Wikipedia articles, and
news articles) but also lower affect and density than all video-
based media (i.e., movies, TV shows, and soap operas). The
analysis also revealed that the use of affect in TED Talks is, on
average, more similar to that in other video-based media than
that in text-based media, especially considering traditional expert-
to-expert science communication in the form of academic arti-
cles. Nevertheless, there was also considerable variance in the use
of affect in TED Talks, spanning the full gamut between the use of
affect found in text and video-based media.

Second, we analyzed the valence and density of TED Talks as a
function of the publishing year and topic in order to assess
whether the use of affect in TED Talks has been stable over time
and is independent of the topic (see Fig. 3B–E). This analysis
revealed that the valence in TED Talks has decreased since 2007,
whereas density seems to have increased, at least in recent years.
Furthermore, the analysis showed that there were noticeable
differences in the use of affect between topics. Affective valence

was most positive in Entertainment, followed by Tech, Cosmos,
Mind, Health, Society, and finally Environment, whereas affective
density was highest in Mind, followed by Health, Tech, Envir-
onment, Entertainment, Society, and finally Cosmos. We also
analyzed the link between publishing year and topic and found
that talks on Society, Health, and Environment have become more
frequent at the expense of, in particular, talks on Entertainment,
which may account for the temporal trends in the use of affect
across time.

In sum, the language in TED Talks contains elevated levels of
affect valence and density that are more similar to video-based
than text-based media, including those reflecting expert-to-expert
science communication in the form of academic articles. Fur-
thermore, there was considerable variance in the use of affect in
TED Talks, which is partially accounted for by differences in
publishing years and topics.

The link between affect and engagement with TED Talks
To evaluate the role of affect in engagement with TED Talks, we
ran separate regression analyses for our two engagement com-
ponents (see Table 1). As predictors, we included valence and
density as well as two sets of covariates: First, to control for the
differences in the use of affect presented in the section Exploring
the Use of Affect in TED Talks, we included the talk topic and date
of publishing on YouTube. Including the publishing date also
allowed us to control for differences in engagement, in particular
concerning the number of views, which varies as a function of a
video’s age at data collection. Second, to control for factors other
than affect that might drive engagement, we included the dura-
tion of the video and the Flesch Reading Ease score, which cap-
tures the accessibility of the language used in the talk (Flesch,
1948). The results are illustrated in Fig. 4. We found that more
positive valence and higher density were associated with higher
popularity. The effect of density (d= 0.21) was twice as large as
the effect of valence (d= 0.12); however, both effects were small
in magnitude. High popularity was also associated with long
duration (d= 0.32), high readability (d= 0.20), and one topic,
Mind. In contrast, Environment and Society were associated with
low popularity. Polarity was associated negatively with valence
(d=−0.08), but not density (d= 0.02). The effect of valence
implies that more negative valences were associated with high
polarity; however, this effect was small in magnitude. High
polarity was also associated with longer duration (d= 0.20) and
with the topic Society. Health, Cosmos, and Environment, in
contrast, were negative in polarity.

To address whether the association of affect and engagement
generalized across talk content, we compared the effects of affect on
engagement for talks with a given topic or tag against talks without
the topic or tag, using models that included all other predictors
presented above except topic (see Table 1). In other words, we
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Fig. 2 Composition of engagement components. The figure shows the loadings of the four engagement variables on two principal components that
constitute two forms of engagement: popularity and polarity. The presented solution accounts for 95.4% of the variance of the four manifest engagement
variables.
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evaluated by how much and in which direction the content of talks
moderated the effect of affect on engagement. Figure 5 illustrates
this moderation in terms of Cohen’s d for both engagement vari-
ables, popularity and polarity, and both content levels, topics and
tags. There was considerable moderation for some but not all
content. Beginning with popularity (Panels A and C), talks from

the topic Environment, especially those with the tags “Green" or
“Sustainability," showed a noticeable reduction in the effect of
density on popularity. The strength of the reduction implies that
density in talks from the topic Environment was no longer related
to popularity (d=−0.02). The opposite—an increase in the link
between density and popularity—was the case for talks from the
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topic Mind, especially those tagged with “Decision-Making" or
“Mental Health." Furthermore, talks from the topic Society showed
an elevated effect of valence, in particular those tagged with
“Immigration" or “Refugees"; valence in these talks was more
strongly related to popularity than was the case in talks from other
topics. We observed the opposite for talks from the topicHealth, in
particular those tagged with “Medicine" or “DNA," with the result
that valence was relatedmildly negatively to popularity (d=−0.07)
withinHealth-related talks. Compared to these four topics, Cosmos,
Tech, and Entertainment showed lower levels of moderation for
popularity.

Turning to polarity (Panels B and D), talks from the topic Tech,
especially those tagged with “AI" and “Machine Learning," and
talks from Environment, especially those tagged with “Green" and
“Sustainability," showed increased effects of density compared to
talks from other topics, resulting in strong positive associations
with polarity within these topics (Tech: d= 0.49, Environment:
d= 0.27), whereas density in talks from Society, especially those
tagged with “Refugees" and “Criminal Justice," showed a reduction
in the effect of density on polarity, resulting in a small negative
effect (d=−0.17). Furthermore, talks from Entertainment showed
an increase in the effect of valence on polarity, with more positive
valence being associated with a small increase in polarity
(d= 0.14). In comparison, talks from the topicsMind, Cosmos, and
Health showed smaller moderation effects for polarity.

Finally, we analyzed the association of affect and engagement
with respect to the science index. We observed a small modera-
tion effect for popularity, with talks of scientific content exhi-
biting a slightly reduced association of valence and popularity and
a slightly increased association of density and popularity. For
polarity, no moderation was observed. Consequently, the effect of

affect on engagement was largely unchanged for talks with a
positive science index. Valence remained positively related to
popularity (d= 0.06) and negatively related to polarity
(d=−0.07), whereas density was more strongly related to
popularity (d= 0.29) and unrelated to polarity (d= 0.02).

In sum, affective valence and density were significantly linked
to engagement with TED Talks on YouTube: Increased valence
and density were associated with increased popularity, and
increased valence but not density were associated with negative
polarity. These links were moderated by topic, with some topics
seeing significantly pronounced or reversed relationships, sug-
gesting that the link between affect and engagement depends in
part on a talk’s content. However, we did not observe meaningful
moderation as a function of the science index, suggesting that the
moderation by content is independent on whether the content
focuses on science or not.

Discussion
Increasingly, scientists are communicating science to the general
public. One example of this is TED Talks, where researchers give
short presentations directed at a broad audience that are recorded
and shared online. Effective science communication can thereby
reach large audiences far beyond the scientific community. Here,
we investigated the role of affect as a potential moderator of
effective science communication in the context of social media,
analyzing how affect expressed in the transcripts of TED Talks
corresponds with engagement on YouTube. First, we observed that
the use of affect in TED Talks in terms of valence and density is
more similar to affect-laden visual media such as movies and soap
operas than to traditional text-based media such as books, news
articles, and academic articles. Second, we found that the two
measures of affect were significantly related to two components of
engagement: popularity and polarity. Higher affective valence was
associated with higher popularity, reflecting more views and likes,
and lower polarity, reflecting fewer dislikes and comments. Higher
affective density, on the other hand, was related to higher popu-
larity for almost all topics. Third, we observed substantial mod-
eration of these effects by the topic of the talk, but not by whether
the talk contained scientific or nonscientific content.

Our results demonstrate that affect as a surface-level char-
acteristic of science communication on social media can impact
how the public engages with scientific content. There are at least
two potential explanations for this link. First, higher levels of
affect may influence the affective state of the audience, e.g.,
heighten or lower its mood or arousal, and thereby impact
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Fig. 4 Engagement as a function of the valence, density, duration, readability, and topic of TED Talks. The panels show the means of popularity (A) and
polarity (B) for above- and below-median values in the predictors.

Table 1 Predicting the popularity and polarity of TED Talks.

Popularity Polarity

d F p d F p

Affect
Valence 0.12 9.68 0.002 −0.08 5.05 0.024
Density 0.21 32.21 <0.001 0.02 0.29 0.589
Control
Duration 0.32 72.08 <0.001 0.20 28.36 <0.001
Readability 0.20 30.43 <0.001 −0.06 2.85 0.914
Topic 0.42 21.74 <0.001 0.43 22.58 <0.001
Date −0.05 1.76 0.184 0.51 188.07 <0.001
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engagement. Second, higher levels of affect may signal more
opinionated and assertive positions that increase the likelihood of
engagement, whether supportive or critical. It seems plausible
that both accounts are at least partially true. Associations of mood
or arousal with engagement in social media are well documented
(e.g., De Choudhury et al. 2012; Kujur and Singh, 2018;
Osseweijer, 2006; Schreiner et al. 2021), and moderation of the
association between affect and engagement was particularly
pronounced for controversial or disruptive topics (e.g., “Refu-
gees," “AI," “Sustainability," and “Health Care"), where the audi-
ence may favor an opinionated or a more measured approach
(Hall et al. 2018; Hertwig and Wulff, 2021).

Our results may have practical implications for science com-
munication on YouTube and similar social media outlets. They
suggest that communicators can leverage the two components of
affect to increase the public’s engagement with their content on
social media. Specifically, if science communicators incorporate
more affect-laden words overall (i.e., higher density) and more
positive rather than negative affect words (i.e., higher valence),
their content may receive more views and likes (i.e., higher
popularity) as well as fewer dislikes and comments (i.e., lower
polarity as a result of higher valence). However, while increasing
the valence and density of one’s content may lead to an increase
of its popularity on average, this effect may not generalize to all
types of content. Making a talk more positive (i.e., higher valence)
may backfire, for instance, when the talk already has high valence
or when it does not meet the expectations of the audience. Fur-
thermore, although a higher density of affect in talks is linked to
higher popularity in almost all cases, simply increasing the

density of affect in a TED Talk without considering the overall
use of language (e.g., jargon, visual imagery, story arc) may not
yield the desired effects. Therefore, it is essential that science
communicators understand that the way in which they commu-
nicate does indeed influence how their message is received and
disseminated beyond the scientific community. In other words, to
disseminate scientific findings to a broader audience, scientists
may need—and are, perhaps, already expected—to become “flu-
ent” in the many languages of science communication beyond
traditional publications (e.g., blog posts or video essays; for a
discussion of science communication in other formats, see Ho
et al. 2021).

Our study has several limitations deserving of discussion. First,
it relies on a purely correlative design. As a consequence, we can
only speculate as to the causal mechanisms underlying our results
and must refer to future experimental work to settle the issue.
Second, TED Talks are but one form of public science commu-
nication (MacKrill et al. 2021; Sugimoto and Thelwall, 2013;
Verjovsky and Jurberg, 2020). It is unclear to what extent our
findings translate to, for instance, academic posts on social media
(Rohrer et al. 2021) or traditional press releases, especially con-
sidering that text-based forms of science communication were
found to rely less on affective language than TED Talks. Third,
and relatedly, TED Talks are unusual in that they are used not
only by academics to communicate scientific content, but also by
other professionals to communicate ideas that may or may not
relate to science. Scientific content in a nonscientific context may
be evaluated differently than in a medium geared exclusively
towards science communication. However, the presence of
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nonscientific content is not unique to TED Talks and is likely to
be found in most media used for public science communication.
Fourth, the engagement variables available to us did not include
shares—a stronger and more participatory form of engagement
than the engagement variables in our analysis and a crucial aspect
of content dissemination on social media (Shao, 2009). It is
probable that shares would fall into our popularity component,
given that they have been linked to higher ratings of scientific
content’s interestingness and usefulness—suggesting that shares
often express support—as well as higher ratings of emotionality (a
subjective measure similar to density) and positivity (an objective
measure similar to valence; see Milkman and Berger, 2014).
Accordingly, we expect that talks with higher valence and density
would receive more shares.

All in all, our results establish an association between a TED
Talk’s affective content and engagement on social media along
multiple dimensions of affect and engagement. Given the data-
driven approach adopted in this investigation, we were unable to
identify detailed mechanisms underlying the link between affect
and engagement. However, it is possible, if not plausible, that
affect codetermines engagement and reach among lay audiences
on social media.

Data availability
The datasets generated during and analyzed in this study are
available at this repository (https://osf.io/53cvg/).
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